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HOUSTON: A crew of veteran US astronauts
and aviators are training in Houston for a
manned mission to the International Space Sta-
tion aboard Boeing’s new Starliner spacecraft,
which could also be used to take tourists into
space on future missions. The Boeing Starliner
mission was originally scheduled for this month,
but that has been delayed to at least the end of
the year or into 2020 due to technical issues
and amid a shakeup in the top echelons of the
space agency.

Boeing and rival Elon Musk’s SpaceX are
competing with each other to become the first
private company to resume human space
flight from US soil after the space shuttle pro-
gram ended in 2011. The companies, with cut-
ting-edge technology, are among those
poised to benefit most from the enormous
growth opportunities many see in the world’s
burgeoning commercial space industry.
NASA has been relying for years on Russian
rockets and spacecraft to transport personnel
to the space station. 

The $100 billion science and engineering
laboratory, orbiting 250 miles above Earth, has
been permanently staffed by rotating crews of
astronauts and cosmonauts since November
2000. NASA is paying SpaceX and Boeing
nearly $7 billion combined to build rocket-and-
capsule launch systems for ferrying astronauts
to the space station. Reuters was given rare ac-
cess at Houston’s Johnson Space Center to
NASA astronauts Nicole Mann and Mike
Fincke, and Boeing astronaut and test pilot
Christopher Ferguson, who will crew the ISS
mission, along with other astronauts training
for future missions.

The exercises included training underwater
to simulate space walks, responding to emer-

gencies aboard the space station, and practic-
ing docking maneuvers on a flight simulator.
Here’s a closer look at the three astronauts
training for the ISS flight.

Ferguson leads mission
Ferguson, a former NASA astronaut and re-

tired US Navy captain, who helped design the
way the crew interacts with the automated
Boeing CST-100 Starliner, will lead its maiden
voyage. “They (Boeing) knew how big it was
going to be, how it was going to be powered,
but they really hadn’t thought a whole lot about
what the inside would be and how does the
crew interface with the vehicle that’s designed
to operate automatically,” said Ferguson.

The design “is a great compromise be-
tween keeping it minimalistic yet at the same
time giving the pilot the ability to understand
where am I, where do I need to be, how am I
going to get there, if things go wrong how do
I fix them.” “It comes down to watching (the
spacecraft’s) behavior,” said Ferguson, who
led NASA’s final space shuttle mission in 2011
and spent more than 40 days in space over his
career. “We just want to make sure it doesn’t
throw us a curve ball.”

First trip for navy combat pilot
It will be the first trip into space for Mann,

42, a former Navy combat pilot, who said she
was looking forward to the excitement a fresh
American-based crewed mission to space
would create among a young generation that
did not grow up watching Apollo and shuttle
missions as their parents and grandparents did. 

“And so I think it’s going to be huge for
Americans. It’s going to be huge for the
younger generation to see us launching from

American soil, that we’re bringing work and in-
dustry back to the United States. “I think it’ll
open up a lot more jobs. It’ll open a lot more
innovation for that young generation. And
there’s a big future of spaceflight in front of us.”

Fincke - laying the groundwork
The Starliner mission will lay the ground-

work for Boeing’s commercial flight program,
which includes carrying passenger and cargoes
to the space station, and taking tourists into
space, said Fincke, a veteran NASA astronaut
who has completed three space flights. “So far,
we’ve only had about 500 people go to space.
Hopefully, in the next 10 years, we’ll go from
500 to 5,000. And in the next 20 years, maybe
50,000 or more,” said the former US Air Force
colonel who served as science officer and flight

engineer on a six-month space station mission.

Capture the flag
Eight years ago, when Ferguson led NASA’s

last space shuttle mission, he left an American
flag aboard the space station for the next crew
of US astronauts to collect and bring home. He
likes the idea of getting it back himself, travel-
ing on the first manned commercial US space-
craft. “Sort of like a grown-up version of
capture the flag,” Ferguson said. And if SpaceX
got there first? “I would be very happy for
them. Who brings it home is unimportant, but
the fact that it gets home is most important.
And I would be very proud of Doug (Hurley, a
NASA astronaut training to fly aboard
SpaceX’s Crew Dragon space craft), although
he’s going to lose.”—Reuters

Boeing spacecraft astronauts see 
new frontier for commercial space

NASA pays SpaceX, Boeing $7bn to build launch systems

WASHINGTON: Boeing 737 MAX airplanes are seen parked on Boeing property near Boeing Field in Seattle,
Washington. —AFP

Auto companies in 
India cut more jobs
NEW DELHI: With India’s auto sales declining for the ninth
straight month in July, more automotive manufacturers are laying
off workers and temporarily halting production to keep costs in
check, according to sources and documents seen by Reuters.
Japanese carmaker Toyota Motor and South Korea’s Hyundai
Motor are the latest in a string of companies to halt production
at plants to combat slumping sales, according to company
memos to employees, reviewed by Reuters.

Passenger vehicle sales in July fell at the fastest pace in
nearly two decades. The sales declines have triggered major job
cuts in India’s auto sector, with many companies forced to shut
down factories for days and axe shifts. Sources have told
Reuters that even more companies have now begun to lay off
temporary workers as the slowdown worsens. Denso Corp’s
India unit, which makes powertrain and air-conditioning systems
for cars, has laid off about 350 temporary workers at its Mane-
sar plant in north India, a source familiar with the matter told
Reuters. —Reuters

US jobless claims 
fall in sign of labor
market strength
WASHINGTON: The number of Americans filing applica-
tions for unemployment benefits fell sharply last week, sug-
gesting the labor market was holding firm despite a
manufacturing slowdown and concerns the economy is on
a path toward recession. Initial claims for state unemploy-
ment benefits dropped 12,000 to a seasonally adjusted
209,000 for the week ended Aug 17, the Labor Department
said yesterday.

The decline was sharper than expected. Economists
polled by Reuters had forecast claims would drop to 216,000
in the latest week. US stock index futures held onto gains fol-
lowing the data’s publication. The four-week moving average
of initial claims, considered a better measure of labor market
trends as it irons out week-to-week volatility, edged up 500
to 214,500 last week. Last week’s claims data falls during the
same week the Labor Department conducts surveys used to
estimate national employment during the month of August.

The four-week average for new unemployment benefits
claims was lower than the corresponding week in July, a pos-
itive signal for employment during the month. There are few
signs a bitter trade war was spilling over to the national labor
market, although growth in manufacturing jobs has slowed
this year. While hiring has cooled, the pace of job gains re-
mains well above the roughly 100,000 needed per month to
keep up with growth in the working-age population.

The trade war has fueled concerns among investors that
a recession looms over the US economy. Some yields on
shorter-term Treasury debt have risen above longer-term
yields, a development viewed as a classic recession signal.
Concerns over the impact of the trade tensions between
Washington and Beijing on the US economic expansion, the
longest on record, prompted the Federal Reserve to cut in-
terest rates last month for the first time since 2008.

At the same time, minutes for last month’s Fed policy
meeting released on Wednesday suggested policymakers
were divided over the cut and did not want to give the ap-
pearance that they were planning further rate reductions.
Yesterday’s claims report also showed the number of people
receiving benefits after an initial week of aid fell 54,000 to
1.67 million for the week ended Aug. 10. The four-week mov-
ing average of the so-called continuing claims fell 750 to
1.70 million. —Reuters


